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Abstract: Life-critical embedded systems, including medical devices, are becoming increasingly
interconnected and interoperable, providing great efficiency to the healthcare ecosystem. These
systems incorporate complex software that plays a significantly integrative and critical role. However,
this complexity substantially increases the potential for cybersecurity threats, which directly impact
patients’ safety and privacy. With software continuing to play a fundamental role in life-critical
embedded systems, maintaining its trustworthiness by incorporating fail-safe modes via a multimodal
design is essential. Comprehensive and proactive evaluation and management of cybersecurity risks
are essential from the very design to deployment and long-term management. In this paper, we
present FIRE, a finely integrated risk evaluation methodology for life-critical embedded systems.
Security risks are carefully evaluated in a bottom-up approach from operations-to-system modes
by adopting and expanding well-established vulnerability scoring schemes for life-critical systems,
considering the impact to patient health and data sensitivity. FIRE combines a static risk evaluation
with runtime dynamic risk evaluation to establish comprehensive risk management throughout
the lifecycle of the life-critical embedded system. We demonstrate the details and effectiveness
of our methodology in systematically evaluating risks and conditions for risk mitigation with a
smart connected insulin pump case study. Under normal conditions and eight different malware
threats, the experimental results demonstrate effective threat mitigation by mode switching with a
0% false-positive mode switching rate.

Keywords: security risk assessment; security risk management; threat mitigation; modeling and
simulation; life-critical embedded systems; medical device security

1. Introduction

Life-critical embedded systems such as medical devices are becoming increasingly
ubiquitous and interconnected with the digital health ecosystem. They provide great conve-
niences and benefits to patient care. This has been especially possible due to the extensive
hardware, software, and network connectivity incorporated in such embedded systems.
However, with such complexity and pervasive network access, life-critical embedded sys-
tems are exposed to security vulnerabilities throughout their lifecycle [1]. An inevitable side
effect of such complex networked embedded systems is a wide security attack surface that
may directly impact patients’ health and safety if a device is compromised. Several efforts
have demonstrated that the vulnerabilities can be exploited to perform life-threatening
hacks on pacemakers, implantable cardiac defibrillators, and insulin pumps [2,3]. Further-
more, as recently as August 2017, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recalled
more than 465,000 implantable cardiac pacemakers after detecting vulnerabilities that could
allow an attacker to reconfigure them. In addition, the FDA recalled several models of
an insulin pump implanted in over 4000 patients that allowed an unauthorized person to
wirelessly access it and change settings.
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With enormous security threats looming and far-reaching impacts on patient safety,
we posit that the design and development of such life-critical embedded system software
should integrate automated methods for security risk assessment and management [4].
Moreover, to reinforce our position, regulatory bodies mandate following premarket and
postmarket guidelines for managing security risks for medical device software [5]. A
cybersecurity vulnerability assessment methodology, such as NIST’s Common Vulnerability
Scoring System (CVSS), is utilized during design to quantify (i.e., score) vulnerabilities and
determine an appropriate need for a response [6]. However, this specification does not
provide a metric for scoring life-critical system security vulnerabilities for health and data
sensitivity, and hence the CVSS-based Medical Vulnerability Scoring System (MVSS) was
formalized [7].

These risk assessment schemes are static and used prior to deployment. Furthermore,
they do not provide runtime risk assessments, which are quintessential for enabling life-
critical embedded systems to automatically manage risks in the case of a security threat,
particularly zero-day attacks. In addition, the postmarket management of cybersecurity
vulnerabilities requires estimating the probability of the exploits, assessing and evaluating
risks to patient safety, and timely risk management and mitigation. A proactive and
comprehensive finely integrated risk evaluation methodology is essential. Tangentially,
Boehm [8] emphasized the need for good risk management for successful software projects
and security. This adds an additional design factor requiring a further expansion of risk
assessment and control techniques for software. By carefully evaluating security risk
impacts on health and data sensitivity from fine-grained device-level operations up to the
system level and by incorporating adaptive risk evaluation schemes, security risks can be
automatically managed throughout a device’s lifecycle.

Security risk assessment generally has two elements: (i) the probability of a security
threat and (ii) the impact on patient safety if a vulnerability is exploited [5]. We assume
that a threat detector is incorporated within the system, such as the probabilistic threat
detection and estimation design described in [9]. Notably, the key benefit of the use of a
threat detector is to provide an estimate of the threat probability at runtime, which can be
used by an automated risk evaluation methodology to provide only the necessary amount
of mitigation. In order for a system to automatically mitigate threats while ensuring that
life-critical operations remain uninterrupted, software for such systems has been shown
to be beneficial if designed in a multimodal fashion based on the works in [10,11]. Such
multimodal systems can perform runtime threat mitigation by automatically switching
operating modes based on the evaluated system risk while still maintaining necessary
functionalities. However, the composite risk assessment model used in these works is a
preliminary investigation and does not consider the impact on health and data sensitivity
as per established risk assessment guidelines. Furthermore, it is important to manage
the system end to end from threat detection to mitigation, especially to ensure that false
positives in detection do not result in erroneous mode switching.

In this paper, we develop a reactive comprehensive risk evaluation approach by pre-
senting FIRE, a finely integrated risk evaluation methodology for life-critical embedded
system design (illustrated in Figure 1). To our knowledge, this is the first approach that
considers security threat impacts on health and data sensitivity from fundamental opera-
tions to the system level and augments an adaptive risk evaluation scheme during runtime
to assist in threat mitigation. Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• During design—Static risk evaluation: (i) We assign baseline security-health and security-
data-sensitivity impact scores in terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability
metrics to fundamental device operations [6,7]. These scores are aggregated to the
composing software tasks using a fuzzy union to generate task impact scores. Task
risks are calculated using these impact scores. The task risks are accumulated to the
successive operating mode risks. Mode risks are normalized in the range of [0–10.0] to
adhere to popular standards established in the Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS) [6]. We build a weighted hierarchical control-flow risk graph (HCFRG) for static
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and dynamic risk evaluation. An HCFRG is defined as a control-flow graph where
the nodes are operations, software tasks, and modes weighted by the calculated risk-
impact scores. (ii) We utilize the threat probability thresholds of individual operations
provided by a threat detector, such as described in [9], to establish static risk thresholds
for each software mode. The calculated static risk thresholds assist in automatically
ordering the operating modes in a monotonically increasing fashion of security risk
impact. During deployment, these thresholds also establish the risks beyond which
the mode is likely compromised by a security threat.

• During deployment—Dynamic risk assessment: Using the HCFRG, the dynamic opera-
tions, tasks, and system-level risk are assessed using threat probabilities measured at
runtime by the threat detector. This approach ensures robustness by utilizing the same
static design time model at runtime to assess the risks of threats.

• Systematic evaluation: With the static mode risk threat threshold and dynamic risk
evaluation established, a systematic analysis is performed to analyze the impact of
the overall system risk by potential security threats affecting differing numbers of
operations and with a range of threat probabilities (from 0 to 1.0). This evaluation seeks
to generalize our approach for a broad range of possible security threats and analyzing
the criteria under which appropriate mitigative actions must be taken, independent of
the threat detector utilized. In addition, the results and evaluation help in designing
the modes of the system by providing tradeoff metrics for composing operations and
their risk impacts to the system.

• Experimental evaluation: We perform a model-based simulation to demonstrate and
evaluate the FIRE methodology, provided that life-critical embedded systems’ (medical
devices’) software is a protected IP by manufactures and lacks well-documented open-
source medical device software, particularly in a multimodal fashion. We simulate
FIRE in a multimodal software model of a smart connected insulin pump and evaluate
it based on risk assessment and management, the false-positive mode switching rate,
the mode switching latency, and deviations in threat probabilities by injecting the
model with eight different malware samples.

Figure 1. Life-critical embedded system overview: multimodal software design, threat detector f and
estimator, and FIRE (runtime risk evaluation and mitigation).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We provide the related work in Section 2,
the system overview and assumptions are described in Section 3, and detailed descriptions
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of the FIRE methodology and the static and dynamic risk evaluation are provided in
Sections 4–6. We state our threat model in Section 7, showcase our methodology and its
evaluation on a smart connected insulin pump case study in Section 8, and conclude with
future work in Section 9.

2. Related Work

Embedded system security has been shown to be ad hoc, and the requirements for
embedded systems to incorporate runtime monitoring and system-level visibility of compo-
nents and activities to establish a cyber-resilient foundation are firmly posited in [12,13]. An
expansive body of work exists in security risk assessment and management, but we limit
our related work to the realm of adaptive risk assessment and management for embedded
and cyber-physical system software.

Cybersecurity risk evaluation and management approaches have been discussed in
critical infrastructure and cyber-physical systems (CPSs) [14–17]. Security challenges, re-
quirements, and potential solutions for CPSs are discussed in [14]. A requirement for an
integrated multilayered security and privacy solution for a CPS and its applications without
disrupting real-time operation is strongly emphasized in the literature. Kure et al. [15]
propose a framework for CPSs in critical infrastructures based on the key performance
impact (KPI) and asset criticality of the infrastructure that provides guidance to organi-
zations for analyzing known vulnerabilities and attack scenarios and provides security
controls based on the identified risk levels. Bialas’s work [16] proposes a similar structured
risk management tool (CIRAS) based on a bow-tie model of the impact of a hazardous
event on the assets and processes of the infrastructure. It provides worst-case, total, and
product models based on the category of impact. The tool provides necessary cost–benefit
parameters to assist in the selection of an appropriate security measure along with risk
reassessment when the countermeasure is implemented.

Similar approaches to our proposed framework have been discussed in critical infras-
tructures [17] and IT infrastructure networks [18]. Baiardi et al. [17] proposed a hierarchical
model-based hypergraph where nodes are modeled as infrastructure components with
security attributes (confidentiality, integrity, and availability) and arcs are representative of
the security dependencies between the components. Hierarchical decomposition is utilized
to compute attack paths and adopt defined risk mitigation plans. An analogous approach
using fuzzy cognitive maps with an added asset utility value was demonstrated for an e-
health system by Szwed and Skrzyński [19]. A dynamic security risk management method
using Bayesian attack graphs was proposed by Poolsappasit et al. [18] that combines static
risk assessment with dynamic risk evaluation in order to assist in efficient decision mak-
ing for choosing security-hardening measures. The CVSS is used to estimate the attack
likelihood to help network administrators pick optimal mitigation plans. However, in the
context of life-critical systems, security scores need to consider the impacts on health and
data sensitivity while ensuring the adaptive risk assessment and management method can
assist in mitigating threats in real time to ensure the sustained life-critical functioning of
the system.

In the area of life-critical systems and medical devices, security requirements are
elicited based on a sequence-based enumeration of the medical device software to identify
possible malicious events [20] and a preliminary hazard analysis to evaluate security
hazards in a high-level hypothetical medical device [21]. Complementary approaches to
our work have been detailed in [22,23]. Sango et al. [22] proposed a model-based design
coupled with safety and security risk analyses for medical devices. Their work drives
the need to consider security and safety analysis from the very design of medical devices.
Alternatively, Ngamboe et al. [23] develop an analytical threat-based approach to analyze
the impact risks of security attacks and the probability of the occurrence of such attacks.
The authors determined and quantified the impacts of attacks, including health and privacy,
along with identifying the threat vectors and their probability of occurrence in order to
calculate the overall risk associated with their combination. Even though these methods
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provide viable risk assessment measures, they are designed only for known possible
vulnerabilities, they are not deeply integrated into the system software, and they do not
provide an adaptive risk model for automatic risk management by threat mitigation in real
time. Such approaches only provide metrics and information about the system risk and
rely on manual risk management and mitigation methods.

The closest works to our proposed methodology in this paper are the methods es-
tablished in [24,25]. Ni et al. [24] proposed a formal object–message–role (OMR) model
and a tightly coupled risk assessment method during the early-stage development of
safety-critical real-time embedded systems. The OMR model establishes the fundamental
operations, data transmissions, and respective roles and permissions that help to specify
the functional and security aspects of the system. This model assists the risk evaluation
algorithm to assess system risk in order to locate operations or data transmissions at risk.
However, their risk assessment methodology is static and only valid during design to
identify potentially risky components. Our previous works [10,11] align with the solution
proposed by Easttom and Mei [25] to adopt a multimodal software design to mitigate
security risks. However, their work is limited only to two modes and is restricted to the
software libraries used in deployment. Moreover, life-critical systems require runtime
threat detection to assist with risk assessment and mode switching when necessary.

Hence, we posit that life-critical system risk evaluation methodologies are needed
such that they: (i) enable the derivation and analysis of risks at the operation, software
task, and system levels based on established security scoring guidelines and (ii) enable the
runtime adaptation of risks based on the runtime probabilistic detection of threats to assist
in threat mitigation by mode switching.

3. System Overview and Assumptions

Figure 2 depicts the software architectural overview of the threat detection and es-
timation system with the finely integrated risk evaluation system as conceptualized by
our framework. We assume that the life-critical system has an on-chip threat detector and
estimator, as in [9,26], and its software is designed in a multimodal approach as discussed
in the research works [10,11]. We summarize the details of one such on-chip threat detector
and estimator and multimodal design as follows:

Figure 2. Overview of the CDF-based threat detector and estimator combined with the finely
integrated risk evaluation methodology.
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System Assumption 1—Threat Detector and Estimator: The threat detector, as illustrated
in Figure 2, is a hardware-based cumulative distribution functions based (CDF-based)
anomaly detection method using timing subcomponents. The system is first executed
under normal circumstances to collect timing samples to create a model of the expected
system execution behavior. A hardware component analyzes the system nonintrusively,
measures the time each operation takes to execute, and extracts the timing data of the
different subcomponents (e.g., the timing overhead due to cache misses). A sliding window
with a fixed size is utilized to collect the timing samples, adhering to the resource restrictions
of life-critical embedded systems.

Once the required amount of timing samples has been collected, the CDF analysis
(highlighted in blue) creates the normal model of the system. The model is created by
analyzing the timing distribution of the different subcomponents using CDFs. The CDF
boundaries define the expected behavior of the system under normal circumstances, and
the thresholds define the maximum deviation from the expected behavior, beyond which
the execution is considered malicious. The CDF boundaries and thresholds of all operations
are obtained by statistically analyzing the data collected under normal circumstances. The
lower boundary is constructed by the points in the CDFs that have the lowest cumulative
probability at each timing value, and the upper boundary is constructed by the points
in the CDFs that have the highest cumulative probability at each timing value. These
boundaries define the per-operation probability threshold, pth, that is configured into the
threat detector and used at runtime to determine if the runtime execution matches the
expected CDF model or if the timing deviation is due to malicious activities.

At runtime (highlighted in red), the execution CDF of an operation is obtained and
compared against these bounds to obtain the estimated threat probability, pt, which is
defined as the percentage of the CDF values that fall outside the CDF boundaries. The
malware classification is performed by a path-based historical CDF (PHCDF) that aggre-
gates the estimated probabilities of malware at the runtime of several operations inside an
execution sequence path (defined as a set of operations). The PHCDF-based threat detector
achieved an average malware detection rate of ~86% with a false-positive rate of 0.07% for
a medical device system. Details of this implementation and these results are presented
in [9,26]. While the threat detector is implemented in hardware here, a software-based
implementation is possible as well.

Specifically, for FIRE (as represented in Figure 2), we assume that a threat detector
provides the runtime probabilities of all monitored operations {po1, . . . , poi, . . . , pon} as well
as the per-operation probability thresholds {ptho1, . . . , pthoi, . . . , pthon}; that represents the
threshold probability value above which an operation is said to be compromised. It is key
to note that FIRE can support any threat detection system that can provide runtime threat
probabilities of its operations.

System Assumption 2—Multimodal design: Adaptive cyber-physical systems, such as
life-critical embedded systems, are generally designed in a multimodal approach in order to
operate in different modes based on environmental and system conditions [27]. Such multi-
modal systems can be decomposed into operational modes where each mode represents a
different device operational state that is characterized by a unique set of resource configu-
rations and tasks. These modes mainly facilitate embedded systems with the efficient use
of resources, adaptability, schedulability, and system configurability. Mode switches are
triggered by system and environmental changes that require software to orchestrate the
modifications of the underlying embedded software tasks and operations. Our previous
works [10,11] have showcased that such a multimodal software design can be utilized
to incorporate trustworthiness while maintaining safety in medical devices. Hence, we
assume that the system’s software is designed in a multimodal fashion to support several
unique operational modes, M = {M0, . . . , Mi, . . . , Mk}, where each mode represents a
software implementation of the system. M0 represents the essential mode for the baseline
functioning of the system, and its implementation is contained in every other mode. Each
mode is composed of a set of software tasks, T = {T1, . . . , Ti, . . . , Tl}. A software task or
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thread represents the execution context of a piece of software in a processor (for example,
calculation_thread, communication_thread, etc.). Each software task, Ti, can have multiple
different execution sequences that we call paths, i.e., Ti = {P1, . . . , Pi, . . . , Pm}. A path, Pi,
is defined as a specific sequence of operations that execute at the same rate inside the task,
Ti. Each task and, in turn, path represents a control-flow graph of the embedded system
operations, O = {o1, . . . , oi, . . . , on}. An operation, oi, is defined as the low-level system or
function call (for example, read_sensor, write_actuator, etc.).

System Assumption 3—System Hardware: The system hardware is implemented on a
processor that has a secure enclave to establish trust for: (i) performing the safety-critical
tasks in the essential mode, M0, and (ii) threat detection and estimation. This processor
can be a single- or multicore that is capable of executing multiple software tasks, and the
granularity of the threat detector is at the operation level. The runtime risk assessment
component (i.e., FIRE) can be implemented on any such processor as long as it supports
a trusted execution environment (as in [28]) such that it can securely access suitable APIs
for assessing the system threats as well as provide system-wide risk mitigation actions by
employing mode switching. We assume that the hardware and software implementation is
capable of supporting multiple modes of operations and appropriate mode switching, as
shown in the research works [29,30].

4. FIRE Methodology

As highlighted in Figures 1 and 2, in this work we describe the FIRE methodology
that integrates a comprehensive risk evaluation method into the multimodal design from
the operations-to-modes level. During design, a static risk evaluation utilizes the estimated
probability thresholds of the monitored operations to establish static mode risk threat
thresholds. These risk thresholds automatically align the operating modes in a monotoni-
cally increasing fashion of risk impact. During deployment, a dynamic risk evaluation uses
the estimated threat probabilities of the operations from the threat detector to calculate
the dynamic mode risks. The dynamic mode risks and the established static thresholds
provide a runtime risk assessment that aids in automatic risk mitigation. We evaluate the
generalizability of FIRE by considering security threats across the entire range of threat
probabilities to robustly establish risk assessment and the criteria for mitigation decisions.

4.1. Definitions

We adhere to the standard nomenclature and definitions as described in the CVSS but
define the specifics pertaining to utilizing the MVSS in the FIRE methodology as follows:

• Security Value: the security value is defined as the fuzzy value describing the impact of
the security exploit to the health and data sensitivity of the life-critical system.

• CIA Impact Score: The impact score is a weighted impact score of confidentiality,
integrity, and availability based on the assigned security values for health (Ch, Ih, and
Ah) and data sensitivity (Cs, Is, and As). The weights can be assigned by security
standards such as the CVSS.

• Security Risk: Security principles state the definition of security risk as the likelihood
of a security threat times the impact that the threat causes to the system (i.e., Risk =
impact score×p, where p represents the probability of a threat and impact score is the CIA
value). In our work, the CIA impact score is assigned during static risk evaluation, and
the probability of a threat is provided by the threat detector and estimator at runtime.

• System Risk Threshold: the system risk threshold, RS, represents the system risk value
beyond which the security threat impacts life criticality and threat mitigation by mode
switching is needed.

• Operational Threat Probability: ptoi is the threat probability of an operation that is
provided by an on-chip threat detector and estimator.

• Operation Threat Probability Threshold: pthoi represents the operation probability threat
value beyond which the operation is said to be compromised.
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4.2. Hierarchical Control-Flow Risk Graph

To finely integrate the risk methodology with the software of a multimodal life-critical
system, we developed a formal representation that we call a hierarchical control-flow risk
graph (HCFRG). The HCFR graph is a directed graph representing the augmentation of a
control-flow graph with the evaluated risks across the hierarchical levels of the multimodal
software design, viz. modes, tasks, and operations. It is illustrated in Figure 3 and is
defined as a tuple HCFRG = (SL, P, I, R, π, τ), where:

(1) SL represents a finite set of states, S, at the respective multimodal hierarchical levels,
L, such that L ∈ {M ∨ T ∨ O}, where M is the set of modes, T is the set of tasks, and
O is the set of operations.

(2) P: (SL | L ∈ O) is the labeling of the states at the operations level with the runtime
threat probabilities from the threat estimator such that:

P =

{
pthoi..on, static risk evaluation

ptoi..on, dynamic risk evaluation

(3) I: (SL | L ∈ {O, T}) is the labeling of the states at the tasks and operations levels with
the associated CIA impact scores.

(4) R: (SL | L ∈ {T, M}) is the labeling of the states at the tasks and modes levels with the
corresponding computed risks using the risk calculation function, π.

(5) π is the FIRE risk calculation and assessment function given the CIA impact scores, I,
and runtime threat probabilities, P, such that π (I, P) = R.

(6) τ ⊆ SL× S’L is the state (mode) switching transition from (SL | L ∈Mi)→ (S’L | L ∈
M0, . . . , i−1), where i represents the current operating state of the system.

Figure 3. Illustration of the HCFR graph.

5. Static Risk Evaluation

The HCFR graph is utilized for static risk evaluation during the multimodal soft-
ware design.

Operation level: Every operation, oi, is assigned a tuple of standardized confidentiality,
integrity, and availability (CIA) impact scores for health and data sensitivity as oi ~ <Ch, Ih,
Ah, Cs, Is, As>. We incorporate CIA scores specifically for health (h) and data sensitivity (s)
that are defined as the impact the compromise of the CIA values has on the health of the
patient and the sensitivity of patient data, respectively. The assigned CIA impact scores
are based on metrics defined in a variation of NIST’s standardized Common Vulnerability
Scoring System (CVSS) extended for medical devices called the Medical Vulnerability
Scoring System (MVSS) [7]. The MVSS’s efficacy in scoring vulnerability impacts on
health and data sensitivity is demonstrated by: (i) showing an improvement in accuracy
when scoring vulnerabilities for medical devices over the CVSS and two ranking systems
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targeting medical devices and (ii) evaluating the scoring by comparing the rankings of a list
of assessed vulnerabilities against experts’ assessments to validate that it yielded a ranking
closer to the experts’ opinions. Additional details on the MVSS metrics, results, and their
scoring computations can be found in [7]. The MVSS provides standardized CIA impact
values in the range of [0, 1.0] on health and data sensitivity. We summarize the values of
data sensitivity and health impact metrics on CIA in Table 1.

Table 1. Health and data sensitivity impact scoring evaluation.

Security Value Description CIA Impact Score

None (N) Operation has no impact on health and sensitivity. 0.0

Low (L) Impact of exploited operation on health and sensitivity
is minimal. 0.22

Medium (M) If compromised, operation can considerably impact
health and sensitivity, but patient is not at risk. 0.31

High (H)
If compromised, operations may lead to

life-threatening health consequences or the
loss/invasion of critical sensitive data.

0.56

Task level: With the operations’ impact scores assigned, these values are then propa-
gated to the tasks in the FIRE graph by using a fuzzy aggregation operator [31]. Fuzzy
methods have been commonly used for security risk evaluation, as they better represent the
likelihoods of threats and impacts [32]. We utilize the Hamacher sum as the fuzzy aggrega-
tor operator. The Hamacher sum is a t-conorm operator that emphasizes highly possible
values in the final aggregated value. For security risk evaluation in life-critical systems, it is
important that operations with relatively higher security scores (even in one criterion such
as confidentiality, integrity, and availability) contribute more strongly to the final risk value
compared to other operations. This is particularly important because an impact to security
directly affects health and privacy, which themselves are key considerations for the risk
methodology. Since the Hamacher sum provides the characteristics required for security
risk evaluation, it was chosen as the fuzzy aggregator operator. However, we wish to note
that FIRE was designed to be a generalized risk assessment methodology that can utilize
any relevant fuzzy aggregation operator or aggregation operator in general. However, a
comparative study of utilizing a range of fuzzy aggregation operators is beyond the scope
of this paper.

We calculate the aggregated task CIA impact scores as follows:

Ti ∼ < Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > = [ (o1 ∼< Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > × po1) ⊕ . . .

oi ∼ < Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > × poi) ⊕ . . . (1)

(on ∼ < Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > × pon) ]

where ~ is the association of the right-hand side CIA tuple to the corresponding left-hand
side task or operation, p is the threat probability of the operation provided by the threat
detector, and ⊕ represents the Hamacher sum. The Hamacher sum is calculated as:

x⊕ y =
x + y− (2 ·x·y)

1− (x ·y)

where x and y represent the fuzzy input values in the range of [0, 1.0]. A single task security
impact score is calculated as:

Tisi = Ch + Ih + Ah + Cs + Is + As, for Ti ∼< Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > (2)

With security risk defined as in Section 4.1, the task risk is calculated as:
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RTi = Tisi × sf (3)

where, sf is a scaling factor to normalize the calculated risk in the range of [0–10.0] to
conform to the established regulatory standards [5,6]. We calculate security risks at the
task level, as they represent the basal abstraction level of the system’s software. The static
task risk threat threshold, RthTi, is calculated by: (i) assigning poi..on = pthoi..on in (1), where
pthoi..on are the operation threat thresholds provided by the threat detector during design
and (ii) using (2) and (3) to calculate RthTi.

Modes level: A widely established security principle is “security is only as strong as the
weakest link”. Taking this into consideration, the security risk of a mode is stated as the risk
of the least secure task (i.e., the task with the highest inherent risk). Hence, the mode risk
threshold of mode i, is calculated as follows:

RthMi = max (RTe, .., RTi,.. , RTl ) (4)

where Mi = {Te,..,Ti,..,Tl} are the set of tasks in mode i. We calculate mode risk threat
thresholds for all the modes of the system. The overall system risk threshold is defined as
the risk threshold of the current operating mode of the system, RS = RthMi, where Mi is the
current operating mode of the system.

6. Dynamic Risk Evaluation

The HCFRG is also utilized during deployment to calculate the dynamic system risk
to assist in runtime risk management and automatic threat mitigation by mode switching.
The advantage of the HCFRG is that the propagation equations are maintained for the
dynamic risk calculation as in the static mode risk evaluation. This is specifically essential
in life-critical systems that have limited computing resources. The dynamic risk evaluation
equations follow (1)–(4) as:

Ti ∼< Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > = [(o1 ∼< Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > × po1) ⊕ . . .

(oi ∼ < Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > × poi) ⊕ (5)

(on ∼ < Ch, Ih, Ah, Cs, Is, As > × pon)]

where poi = ptoi is the real-time threat probability of the operations.

RTi = Tisi × sf (6)

RMi = max (RTe, .., RTi,.. , RTl ) (7)

Further, the dynamic risk evaluation is triggered only when the probability of the
operations in real time is greater than the probability threshold of the operations, signifying
the presence of a security threat.

Given the predefined thresholds of the operations, the dynamic risk evaluation filter
condition (DREFilterCondition) can be evaluated at three levels: (i) per-operation (POT),
(ii) per-task (PTT), and (iii) per-path (PPT). To evaluate the effectiveness of the three
threshold conditions, we built a software framework incorporated with FIRE for a life-
critical embedded system prototype and describe it below.

DRE Filter Condition Evaluation: The per-operation threshold condition is established as:

ptoi ≥ pthoi (8)

where an operation, oi, is considered compromised if the estimated real-time probability
of the operation, ptoi, is greater than the predefined probability threshold of the operation,
pthoi. The per-task threshold condition is defined as:

ptTi ≥ pthTi (9)
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pthTi = 1−Πj
i=0 (1− pthoi) (10)

ptTi = 1−Πj
i=0 (1− ptoi) (11)

where pthTi for Ti = { oi|i = 0,..,j } is the task threshold beyond which the task is compromised,
defined as the probability that at least one operation in the task is compromised, and ptTi
is the real-time estimated threat probability of the task. In our work presented in [26],
we showed that a path-based threat detection yields higher detection rates and lower
false-positive rates for several malware threats compared to making a decision using
independent operations. Hence, we establish a per-path-based threshold condition defined
as the probability threshold of the execution path beyond which the path is compromised.
Each task, Ti = {P0,..,Pi,..,Pm}, is decomposed into its constituent execution paths based
on the execution flow in the control-flow graph. The per-path-based threshold condition
equations follow the per-task condition and are defined as:

pPi ≥ pthPi (12)

pthPi = 1−Πl
i=0 (1− pthoi) (13)

ptPi = 1−Πl
i=0 (1− ptoi) (14)

where pthPi for Pi = { oi|i = 0,..,m } is the path threshold beyond which the execution path is
compromised and is defined as the probability that at least one operation in the execution path
sequence is compromised, and ptPi is the real-time estimated threat probability of the path. An
annotated illustration of the calculations as per POT, PPT, and PPT is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Annotated example illustration of dynamic risk evaluation filter conditions.

Evaluation Setup: In order to evaluate the DRE filter conditions, we implemented a
single-mode software model of an insulin pump that has one mode with seven tasks
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comprising 11 execution paths and 43 operations. To improve the threat detection and keep
the overhead of the threat detector as minimal as possible, operations with false-positive
rates greater than 5% are not good candidates and hence are not utilized for detection.
Additionally, any operation with pthoi = 1.0 is also excluded. Irrespective of the operations
not considered in threat detection, in our previous work [26] we demonstrated an average
malware detection rate of 86%.

Analysis: The corresponding risks and successive static risk thresholds at the operating
mode level are calculated as in Section 5. We evaluate the three DRE filter condition
thresholds by running a normal execution trace of the insulin pump and calculating the
dynamic real-time risks as in Equations (5)–(7). Under ideal normal operating conditions,
DRE should not be executed (0% execution rate), as the real-time probability of an operation
will always be less that the security risk threshold (i.e., RM1 = 0). The experimental results
of utilizing POT, PTT, and PPT for a normal execution trace are shown in Figure 5, and
the DRE execution rates are shown in in Table 2. The execution rates shown in Table 2 are
attributed to the false-positive rate from the threat detector during normal operation, which
has been shown to be up to 3.25% [26]. The dynamic risk evaluation in FIRE effectively
assesses that the threat detector’s false positives from normal execution do not need mode
switching mitigation. As shown, the PPT condition performs the best, with a 5.85% DRE
execution rate, while the PTT condition performs the worst, with a 39% DRE execution
rate. PTT has the worst performance because it accumulates the false positives of all its
composing operations. By dividing the software tasks to individual execution paths, the
execution rate is considerably reduced, as the false positives are isolated to their respective
execution path, considering the behavior of the path.

Figure 5. Experimental evaluation of dynamic risk evaluation filter condition thresholds: (a) per-
operation-based (POT), (b) per-task-based (PTT), and (c) per-path-based (PPT) dynamic risk evaluation.

Adaptive risk management is performed by the evaluation of the HCFRG during de-
ployment, as shown in Algorithm 1. The inputs to the adaptive risk management algorithm
are the current operating system mode and the static risk thresholds computed during
design, as in Section 5. A dynamic risk evaluation is triggered by the DREFilterCondition
(ptoi = 0,..,i,..,n, pthoi = 0,..,i,..,n) when the real-time threat probabilities of a path are greater than
their respective thresholds. If the calculated dynamic risk of the system mode is greater than
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the established risk threshold of the mode, a significant security threat exists. The security
threat is mitigated by switching the current operating mode to a lower mode such that the
dynamic risk of the switched mode is less than its established threshold. We evaluate the
boundary conditions of mode switching in our insulin pump case study in Section 8.3.2.

Table 2. Dynamic risk evaluation execution rates under normal operation.

DRE Thresholds DRE Execution Rate

POT 20.80%
PTT 38.92%
PPT 5.85%

Algorithm 1: Adaptive Risk Management by Mode Switching

Static risk evaluation: evaluate (static_risk_thresholds)
RS = RthMs = k, k := highest operating mode
while (execution), do
if DREFilterCondition (ptoi = 0,..,i,..,n, pthoi = 0,..,i,..,n), do
Dynamic risk evaluation: evaluate (RTi = 0,..,j,..,l)
RMs = k = max (RTi = 0,..,j,..,l)
if RMk > RS do
modeSwitch (Ms = e), e is switched mode | e < k
RS = RthMs = e
end

7. Threat Model

The attacker is assumed to either have access to the system’s software or the ability
to simulate the system execution to determine the execution sequence in order to create
and inject the necessary security threat. We assume an attacker is able to remotely insert
the malware into the system utilizing software that exploits a vulnerability, which may be
known or unknown (simulating a zero-day vulnerability). Our simulation demonstrations
are based on a compromised system where the vulnerabilities are already exploited by
security threats (as in [3,33]). Three popularly established mimicry malwares are considered
as threat scenarios, i.e., fuzz malware, data manipulation, and information leakage [9,34,35],
and summarized below.

• Health-Compromising Malware: In this category, we consider fuzz and data manipulation
malware. The fuzz malware is a mimicry malware that interferes with a system’s
predefined functionality by slightly changing (i.e., randomizing) data [34,35]. In our
application, the fuzz malware is implemented at two levels, namely 20% and 100%
randomization, which enables the evaluation of risk at different fuzzification levels.
The data manipulation malware manipulates data within the target system to disrupt
normal control-flow execution. These types of malwares can cause a direct threat to
the health of a patient.

• Data-sensitivity-Compromising Malware: the information leakage malware breaks confiden-
tiality by covertly leaking private data stored in the system to an unauthorized party.

• Synthetic Security Threats: We also implement synthetic security threat scenarios by inject-
ing actual malware samples in specific execution paths. This is carried out to demonstrate
the functionality of FIRE and how risks are managed by mode switching, which involves
single- and multiple-mode switches based on the compromised operations/tasks.

8. FIRE Evaluation: Insulin Pump Case Study

We evaluate FIRE for a smart, connected, multimodal insulin pump case study. Since
we are unaware of actual multimodal implementations of life-critical systems, we developed
a control-flow graph (CFG) software model of a multimodal, smart, connected insulin pump
to simulate and evaluate FIRE for various real-world security threats.
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8.1. Multimodal Design

We showcase and evaluate the FIRE methodology with a smart connected insulin
pump case study. An insulin pump is a life-critical embedded system that monitors the
glucose level of a patient and injects a suitable amount of insulin into the blood stream
when needed. We model our smart connected insulin pump on the design in [36]. The
insulin pump is initially configured by a physician during implantation based on the
patient’s history and insulin requirements. If necessary, the patient can manually inject a
required dose of insulin using the on-device buttons. The glucose level of the blood stream
can either be measured using a manual glucose meter or a continuous glucose monitor
(CGM). The device and insulin temperature are monitored via sensors in the pump in
order to maintain proper operation. The smart connected insulin pump features include:
(i) the connection of the insulin pump to a smartphone via Bluetooth to keep track of the
functionality, send alerts, and check dosage/glucose levels and (ii) wireless information
transfer via WiFi to the healthcare cloud for remote monitoring and reconfiguration by a
physician. With its wireless links and sensitive data, the smart connected insulin pump
provides a wide attack surface that can be exploited for potentially life-threatening security
attacks, as demonstrated in [3].

We used the multimodal framework to design the insulin pump software model in
order to ensure security. An illustration of such a design paradigm is shown in Figure 6.
The insulin pump has nine modes of operation {M0, . . . , M3, . . . , M8}, where M0 represents
the essential mode that injects insulin into a patient based on a physician-predefined setting.
The essential mode is assumed to be burnt onto the secure enclave of the microprocessor.
We performed our evaluation and analysis on all other software modes of the system but
the essential mode, as a compromise of M0 would undermine the entire secure system
architecture. M8 represents the full-featured functionality of the insulin pump. There are a
total of 79 operations, {o0,..,o7,..,o15,.., o78} (e.g., read glucose sensor and write actuator),
in the insulin pump model and 11 software tasks, {T0, . . . , T6, . . . , T11} (e.g., calculation
thread and warning thread), composed of 17 execution paths, {P0, . . . , P6, . . . , P16}. During
design, the system was analyzed to obtain the average false-positive rates for all operations.
Any operation with a false-positive rate greater than 5% or a probability threat threshold of
1 (i.e., the threat cannot be detected for that operation) was excluded from our model. This
resulted in 46 effective operations being monitored.

Figure 6. High-level multimodal design of a smart connected insulin pump.
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8.2. Experimental Setup

An overview of our insulin pump model-based experimental setup, on which FIRE
was simulated, is illustrated in Figure 7. We designed a multimodal software model of
an insulin pump by modeling the CFGs of the software tasks’ implementation for each
mode (as shown in Figure 6). This model and the subsequent simulation framework were
built in Python. Subsequently, each operation in these task CFGs was implemented on an
Artix 7 XC7A200T embedded device by identifying and implementing a standard C/C++
benchmark (for example, mutex_lock, file_read, etc.). These operations were executed
according to the software flow in the CFG to obtain execution behavior and timing traces for
both normal and malware-compromised behavior. For the compromised system, operations
were re-executed to mimic the corresponding malware behavior [9]. The description of
the corresponding impacted tasks for the malware simulation of the insulin pump are
described in Table 3. This timing behavior was combined with the multimodal CFG model
to simulate FIRE for the insulin pump under normal and compromised behaviors.

Figure 7. Overview of the experimental setup to simulate FIRE.

Table 3. Malware simulation.

Malware Impacted Tasks Implementation

Fuzz20,
Fuzz100

T6 = {P7, P8, P9, P10},
T7 = {P11}, T9 = {P13, P14},

T11 = {P16, P17}

Randomizes operations and data in the tasks that
perform blood glucose sensor processing, insulin

amount calculation, physician configuration
updates, and data transfer and display.

File
Manipulation

T6 = {P7, P8, P9, P10}, T9 =
{P13, P14}, T11 = {P16, P17}

Manipulates tasks that perform data transfer
and display.

Information
Leakage T2 = {P3}, T10 = {P15} Utilizes tasks at display alerts and warnings to

covertly leak corresponding (private) data.

Synthetic
Malware 1

T6 = {P7, P8, P9, P10},
T11 = {P16, P17}

Synthetic malware is infused in the critical task
of insulin calculation.

Synthetic
Malware 2 T11 = {P16, P17} Synthetic malware is injected into the task that

transfers data to an external device.

Synthetic
Malware 3 T7 = {P11}, T8 = {P12} Malware is injected into the tasks that change

insulin pump settings based on manual inputs.

Synthetic
Malware 4 T9 = {P13, P14} Synthetic malware is injected into the task that

transfers data to the insulin pump display.

8.3. Static Risk Evaluation

We first describe the methodology for systematically calculating the static risk thresh-
olds for each mode from the operations level to the modes. A systematic evaluation was
performed to demonstrate the robustness of FIRE for a range of security threats that would
result in a risk greater than the threshold for each mode. Experiments were conducted
on the insulin pump model to analyze the impact of the number of operations in a mode
and the threat probability of each operation on the overall effective risk of the mode. Thus,
this analysis informs us about the circumstances under which risk mitigation is needed.
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The analysis enables us to consider how the proposed system reacts to potential security
threats without restricting the analysis to one specific threat. It establishes the points at
which a particular mode will classify the behavior of the system as a security threat that
will require a mode switch to safely operate again. We quantified the measurable impact
of the security threat using the number of operations and estimated the threat probability
of the operations. The use of static risk analysis in our software design is twofold: (i) it
helps in analyzing the tradeoffs between increased system functionality and the potential
increase in the attack surface while designing the modes, and (ii) the calculated static mode
risk thresholds assist in ordering the operating modes of the system in a monotonically
increasing order of security risk and corresponding functionality.

8.3.1. Static Risk Threshold Calculation

We calculated the static risk threat thresholds for all modes of the insulin pump dur-
ing design. A sample annotated HCFR graph of M2 of the multimodal insulin pump
is illustrated in Figure 8. Mode 2 consists of three tasks (warning, calculation, and in-
fusion actuator) and four paths. We take the example of the calculation task in M2 to
demonstrate the assignment of the CIA values and the calculation of the effective static
risk. The calculation task has six operations, namely check_glucose_monitor, lock_mutex,
open_file, read_file, close_file, and unlock_mutex. Each of these operations were assigned
CIA values based on their impacts on health and data sensitivity. check_glucose_monitor
was assigned <N,L,N,N,N,N>, lock_mutex was assigned <H,N,H,N,N,N>, open_file was
assigned <N,N,M,N,N,M>, read_file was assigned <N,N,M,H,H,M>, close_file was assigned
<N,N,L,L,N,N>, and unlock_mutex was assigned <M,N,M,N,N,N>. The CIA health values
for lock_mutex are <H,N,H>, representing that a loss of confidentiality of the operation has
a high impact on the health of the patient (H), a loss of integrity has no impact on health
(N), and a loss of availability results in a critical impact on patient health (H). The CIA data
sensitivity values for the same operation are <N,N,N>, representing that losses of confi-
dentiality, integrity, and availability have no impact on the data sensitivity. However, for
read_file the CIA data sensitivity values are <H,H,M> because losses of confidentiality and
integrity lead to critical impacts on privacy while a loss of availability leads to a reasonable
impact (M). The probability threat thresholds of these operations are provided by the threat
detector and are shown in Figure 8. The CIA values are assigned scores as in Table 1. Based
on the CIA security values for health and data sensitivity, the scaling factor in (3) is 1.667 as:

sf =
10 (CVSS standard)

6 (TotalmaxCIA)
(15)

The calculation task risk was calculated using Equations (1)–(3) as:

TCalculationTask = [< 0, 0.22, 0, 0, 0, 0 > × 0.0 ⊕

< 0.56, 0, 0.56, 0, 0, 0 > × 0.35 ⊕

< 0, 0, 0.3136, 0, 0, 0.3136 > × 1.0 ⊕ (16)

< 0, 0, 0.3136, 0.56, 0.56, 0.3136 > × 0.4 ⊕

< 0, 0, 0.22, 0.22, 0, 0 > × 0.25 ⊕

<0.31,0,0.31,0,0,0> × 0.5]

TCalculation Task(si) = <0.16 + 0 + 0.19 + 0.055 + 0 + 0>,

= 0.405 (17)

RCalculation Task = 0.405 × 1.667 = 0.68 (18)
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Figure 8. Illustration of the static risk evaluation for the insulin pump HCFR graph.

Since the calculation task has one path, P4, RP4 = RCalculation Task = 0.68.
The static risks of the other paths in M2 were similarly calculated (annotated in

Figure 8). Using Equation (4), the static mode risk threat threshold of M2 was calculated as:

RthM2 = max(0.68, 0.538, 0, 0.446) = 0.68 (19)

Similarly, the risk threat thresholds for all eight modes of the insulin pump were
determined. These risk thresholds were used to order the modes in a monotonically
increasing order of risk impact. Ties were settled by considering functionality, i.e., the
number of operations/tasks in a mode. The order of modes and their corresponding static
risk thresholds are: {RthM1 = 0.68, RthM2 = 0.68, RthM3 = 0.958, RthM4 = 3.887, RthM5 = 3.887,
RthM6 = 3.887, RthM7 = 4.144, and RthM8 = 4.144}. The insulin pump system risk threshold
during normal operation is RS = RthM8 = 4.144.

8.3.2. Experimental Setup and Analysis

We implemented FIRE for the insulin pump software model and evaluated the static
risk evaluation by analyzing the impact of a security threat on all operations in a mode.
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We conducted this analysis by varying the number of affected operations in a given mode
from one to the maximum number of operations contained in that mode, and for each
operation we increased the threat probability from 0 to 1.0 with a scaling interval of 0.05 for
the visualization of trends. We computed the static risk thresholds of all nine modes using
Equations (1)–(4). The dynamic risk was then calculated for this set of combinations using
PPT Equations (12)–(14). We made a random selection of operations in our simulations
and assumed that the considered security threats affected only this set of randomly chosen
operations. We selected a random set of operations to best mimic the worst-case security
threats that have the potential to compromise any set of operations.

Surface plots of the analysis for M1, M2, and M3 of the insulin pump are illustrated in
Figure 9. The static risk thresholds for these three modes are {RthM1 = 0.68, RthM2 = 0.68,
and RthM3 = 0.958}. In this case study, the thresholds for the three modes are the same,
as they were computed as the maximum of their composing tasks/paths (as in Equation
(4)). The highlighted heat map surface area represents the number of operations and the
corresponding threat probabilities at which the risk of the mode is beyond its static threat
threshold and would require risk management by mode switching. The extreme red region
of the heat map shows the worst-case scenario where all the operations of the mode have
been affected by a security threat with the maximum threat probability.

Figure 9. Surface plots of the sensitivity analysis of number of operations vs. threat probability vs.
mode risk. Mode 1, mode 2, and mode 3 of the smart connected insulin pump are illustrated. The
heat map surface shows the security threat zone that requires risk mitigation by mode switching.

We discuss our analysis in detail for M3. Mode 3 has a total of 20 operations. The
number of operations was incremented every run, and the threat probability was varied
from 0 to 1.0 for each increment in every run. The heat map surface of M3 in Figure 9
represents the sensitivity of the mode to security threats by providing a set of points
where the dynamic mode risk intersects the static mode risk threshold, beyond which a
mode switch decision is needed. We observe that M3 is safe and secure to operate up to
five operations, irrespective of a security threat affecting these operations. The minimum
number of operations required to be affected to deem a mitigative mode switch decision
from M3 is five, with a 0.75 threat probability. On the other hand, the minimum threat
probability required to trigger a mitigative mode switch from M3 is 0.4, where the security
threat would need to affect at least 16 operations. The intermediate points, as shown
in Figure 10, represent a tradeoff between these extreme conditions. These baseline risk
evaluation metrics provides a designer important tuning measures to design modes and
analyze the corresponding security risk impacts of these modes.

Figure 10 showcases the intersection line of the dynamic mode risk with the static mode
risk threat threshold for all modes of the insulin pump. This intersection line represents
the lower bound beyond which there exists a combination of a number of operations and
corresponding threat probabilities that would require mitigation by mode switching. It is
important to note that this analysis generally shows how the risk assessment and mode
switching would react to different types of security threats but does not evaluate all possible
security threat scenarios, as we randomly selected operations to be affected.
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Figure 10. Mode risk boundary lines of all insulin pump modes. Graph of number of operations vs.
threat probability shows the threshold conditions.

8.4. Dynamic Risk Evaluation

We performed simulations of FIRE for the multimodal insulin pump under both
normal execution and compromised execution scenarios with a variety of malware samples
to assess and evaluate the dynamic risk in mitigating threats at runtime.

8.4.1. Normal Execution

The normal execution of the insulin pump is in its highest operating mode, M8, and
its execution trace is shown in Figure 11. We utilized the per-path-based threshold, as the
DREFiltercondition was shown (in Section 6) to be the most effective in reducing the impact
of false positives on the DRE execution rate. Ideally the normal system risk is 0. However,
even with the false positives in the threat detector, FIRE successfully determined that it was
not high enough to cause a mode switch and achieved an FP mode switching rate of 0%.

Figure 11. Normal execution sequence of the insulin pump operating in the highest mode, M8.

8.4.2. Malware

In all our experiments, we injected malware at a fixed time after a normal execution
sequence. The simulation results of the execution traces of the malware scenarios (Table 3)
are shown in Figure 12, with actual malware samples in Figure 12a and synthetic malware
samples in Figure 12b.
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• Safety-Compromising Malware: The file manipulation malware impacted a few operations
of one execution path of the communication, calculation, and display task. The
operations in the communication and display task had high CIA impact scores and
mandated mode switching to M6 (RthM6 = 3.887). The dynamic risk in M6 was still
above the normal system risk because of the sustained threat to the calculation task.
However, the compromised operations in M6 had lower CIA impact scores that did
not significantly increase RM6. The expected mode to mitigate the file manipulation
malware was mode 6, as this operating mode is the highest operating mode that does
not contain the communication and display tasks that are responsible for transferring
and displaying manipulated data (ref. Table 3). FIRE achieved the expected mode
switch to M6.

• Fuzz20 and Fuzz100 directly impacted the calculation, communication, display, and
configuration write tasks. Since the fuzz malware is a randomization malware, an
intermittent mode switch to M6 briefly occurred when the risk in the calculation and
communication threat was mitigated by this switch. The malware persisted, as it
impacted the execution path (ref. Table 3) responsible for computing the amount of
insulin needed to be pumped based on the sensor and preconfigured inputs (M1, M2,
M3, M4, and M5). Since these operations had the highest CIA impact on safety, a direct
switch to M0 (essential mode) was needed. The expected ideal mode switch for both
the Fuzz20 and Fuzz100 malwares was to M0 from the beginning of the execution, as
the malwares impact safety-critical operations. However, FIRE overshot the execution
times by 2.7% for Fuzz100 and 7.3% for Fuzz20 by switching to M6 before switching
to the expected M0. Since Fuzz malwares are based on the time randomization of
exploits, FIRE successfully recognized the impact of this compromise (system risk
is higher than zero) but took a conservative approach in mode switching. We will
analyze the impact of this overshooting and explore further heuristics to tune our
mode switching algorithm in future work.

• Data-sensitivity-Compromising Malware: The information leakage malware covertly trans-
mitted sensitive information via a TCP channel in the warning task. The operations
in the warning task had considerable impact on data sensitivity, which is shown in
the consistent rise in the risk, RM8. However, the system risk was not high enough
to mandate a mode switch, as this malware did not significantly impact safety and
remained in M8. The expected mode switch for the information leakage malware was
to remain in the highest operating mode, M8, as safety was not compromised, and
FIRE achieved this expected mode while signifying a potential threat with higher
system risk.

• Synthetic Security Threat: The simulation traces of synthetic malware are shown in
Figure 12b. Scenario 1 was similar to the Fuzz malware, requiring multiple multimode
switches to M0 to ensure safe operation. Scenario 2 represented a synthetic malware
injected only into operations in the communication thread and hence needing a single
mode switch to M7 (RthM7 = 4.144) to ensure safe operation. Scenarios 3 and 4 rep-
resented monotonous mode switches where the synthetic malware targeted specific
operations in M4 and M7, requiring the system to switch to M3 (RthM3 = 0.958) and
M6 (RthM6 = 3.887), respectively.

The malware simulations demonstrate that FIRE effectively determined that false posi-
tives in the threat detector are not high enough to mandate mode switching and maintained
a stable system mode with a 0% FP mode switching rate in normal and malicious execution
(for all malware samples). It is worth mentioning that, by establishing a multimodal system
design integrated with the HCFR graph, designers can utilize the dynamic risk simulations
to fine-tune the system modes and the CIA impact scores to achieve the desired tradeoff
between functionality and the security threat impact.
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Figure 12. Simulation results plotting the insulin pump system dynamic risk vs. execution time
for: (a) real security threat malware samples, including Fuzz20, Fuzz100, file manipulation, and
information leakage, and (b) scenarios demonstrating automatic mode switching for synthesized
security threats.
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8.4.3. Mitigation Latency

The mitigation latency is an important metric to evaluate FIRE, as the threat needs to
be mitigated before essential functionality is compromised. Mitigation latency is defined
as the time delay needed to switch from one mode to another and is represented as the
“spike” in the simulation figures (shown as color changes in Figure 12). Since the insulin
pump software model is directly mapped from an implemented prototype of a life-critical
system, the simulation mitigation latency can be calculated as L = execution timeslowest task
when malware is injected in Mi. The execution time of a task is:

te = nex × cpo × cc (20)

where nex is the number of execution windows to provide a snapshot of the system, cpo
is the number of cycles per operation, and cc is the clock cycle (i.e., 1/frequency). The
life-critical system operations were implemented on an Artix 7 XC7A200T FPGA running
at 100 MHz. Hence, cc = 10 ns. The cpo varies with the operations, and n in our experiment
was one execution window. The worst-case simulation mitigation latency can be deduced
as the execution time of the slowest task that is compromised by malware. We analyzed
the execution cycles of all operations of all tasks/threads when the system was injected
with the experimental malware, as in Section 8.4.2, and calculated the worst-case execution
times of every task using Equation (20). The execution times of these tasks are shown in
Table 4. The task with the lowest execution time was found to be the calculation thread
when it was injected with the fuzz malware, with a worst-case simulation mitigation latency,
tcal task, of 448.32 ms. It is important that this mitigation latency was within the essential
functioning time of the insulin pump (i.e., the time required to infuse insulin into the body).
The worst-case essential functioning time of insulin infusion for a bolus dosage is typically
tIPe ~1 min [37]. The simulation mitigation latency (448 ms) of FIRE is well within the
essential timing threshold, tcal task << tIPe, and hence can safely mitigate the security threat
while ensuring that essential functionality is not interrupted.

Table 4. Execution times of compromised insulin pump tasks.

Malware-Impacted Tasks Execution Time (ms)

T11 Fuzz 20 28.69
T6 Fuzz 20 448.32

T11 Fuzz 100 1.8
T6 Fuzz 100 447.43

T10 Info Leak 279.23
T9 File Manipulation 0.34

8.4.4. Threat Probability Deviation Evaluation

We evaluated the robustness of the dynamic risk evaluation against deviations in the
detected and estimated threat probabilities by considering an error of +5%. The threat
detector utilized disposed operations with false-positive rates above 5%. Hence, a deviation
of +/−5% would suffice in evaluating its impact on dynamic risk evaluation. Simulations
were performed for the insulin pump system under normal and real malware-compromised
execution (as in Section 8.4.2) for deviations in threat probabilities and are represented in
Figure 13. To evaluate the impact of the error on dynamic risk evaluation, we introduced the
false-positive mode rate, defined as the rate at which the system is in an FP mode compared
to the expected mode (0% error). FIRE demonstrated robustness to deviations in threat
probabilities by achieving 0% FP mode rates for most malware, as summarized in Table 5.
Our dynamic risk evaluation had a 0% FP mode rate for information leakage and file
manipulation malware for a +/−5% deviation. For the Fuzz20 malware, +5% and −5%
deviations resulted in 0.26% and 0% FP mode rates, respectively. The Fuzz100 malware
had a 0% FP mode rate for a +5% deviation and a 37.7% FP mode rate for a deviation of
−5%. Since our dynamic risk evaluation is formulated on the upper-bound PPT-based
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approach, the impact of the −5% deviation for the Fuzz100 malware is higher. However,
it triggered an initial mode switch to M6 to alleviate the malware (at simulation time 4408)
while switching to the expected mode (M0 at simulation time 7976) before the end of the
malware execution.

Figure 13. Simulation results plotting the insulin pump dynamic risk vs. execution time for +/−5%
error in estimated threat probabilities for: (a) normal execution and (b) compromised execution with
real malware.

Table 5. False-positive mode rate for system execution with ±5% estimation error.

System Execution FP Mode Rate (%)

Estimated Threat Probabilities’ Deviation Percent 0% −5% +5%

Normal 0 0 0

File Manipulation 0 0 0

Fuzz20 0 0 0.26

Fuzz100 0 37.7 0

Information Leakage 0 0 0
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9. Conclusions and Future Work

Security risk assessment and its continual management are essential in the ever-
growing enterprise of connected embedded systems. In particular, they are crucial for
life-critical embedded systems where a security threat directly translates to a compromise
of patient safety and privacy. Risk evaluation in such systems presents several unique
challenges that have to be addressed by all healthcare stakeholders. We presented FIRE, a
finely integrated risk evaluation methodology for life-critical embedded system software
design. FIRE assigns standardized security impact scores to the fundamental operations
of the life-critical embedded system by carefully considering health and data sensitivity.
Utilizing the developed HCFR graph, these scores are propagated from the ground up to
the task and operating mode levels. Static risk evaluation methods are finely integrated
in the software design with dynamic risk evaluation capabilities at runtime for a robust,
comprehensive, and adaptive risk assessment. This aids in automatic risk mitigation
when a security threat is detected in the system. We performed a model-based simulation
to demonstrate and evaluate FIRE in a smart connected insulin pump case study and
performed a systematic analysis that helped establish the circumstances and bounds for
risk mitigation by mode. Our simulations have also shown the runtime risk assessment and
management performed by FIRE in real and synthetic malware samples. We achieved a 0%
false-positive mode switching rate, a 0% false-positive mode rate to deviations in threat
probabilities for most malware, and a worst-case simulation mitigation latency of 448 ms,
which is well within the bounds of the essential functioning time of the insulin pump.

In the future, we will explore the static risk analysis by considering security threats
that affect any possible set of operations and not just a random set. We plan to pick these
sets of operations by using optimization heuristics tailored to health and data sensitivity.
We plan to develop heuristics during dynamic risk evaluation in order to make FIRE more
robust to deviations in threat probabilities. We will also experimentally validate FIRE for a
multimodal life-critical system by implementing the entire system on hardware. This will
help in determining accurate latency, power, and energy overheads. In addition, it will
address the challenge of certifying such a medical device software design.
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